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Congressional State of Play 

The new Republican majority in the House of Representatives started their oversight at the 
beginning of February, holding hearings on Covid-19 pandemic relief spending implementation, 
energy security, and the fentanyl crisis. Additionally, House Republicans are pushing for an 
expedited conclusion to the Covid-19 public health emergency, arguing that the pandemic is now 
over, and that the country must return to normal. The Biden administration and Democrats in 
Congress have pushed back against this idea as many Covid-19 era health flexibilities, such as 
prescribing opioid treatment via telehealth, would expire should the health emergency end. 
However, the Biden administration has indicated it will end the public health emergency on May 
11, 2023. 

The Senate also returned to work in February, holding hearings on “must pass” legislation such 
as the 2023 Farm Bill. The Senate also continued its efforts to expeditiously confirm President 
Biden’s political and judicial appointees. 

Lomustine Update 

Nextsource officially rejoined the Medicare Part D program in January, after making the decision 
to leave the program. As a result, Lomustine is back under the  Medicare Coverage Gap Discount 
Program. This news comes after years of advocacy from both the Society for Neuro-Oncology as 
well as the National Brain Tumor Society. It is unlikely that the company would have made the 
decision to rejoin Medicare Part D without the advocacy from SNO. 

View all drugs included in the program here. 
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On February 7, 2023, President Biden delivered his second State of the Union address to a joint 
session of Congress. 
The speech covered a range of topics including, American manufacturing jobs, federal 
investments in infrastructure and healthcare, President Biden’s upcoming economic plans, 
education, police reform, the fentanyl crisis, and the importance of maintaining American 
democracy. Energy and environment policy played a very minor role in the President’s speech, 
with only a few references to legislation passed in the first years of the Biden administration.  
 
On energy and environment issues, President Biden referred to both the Inflation Reduction Act 
(IRA) and the bipartisan Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA). The President highlighted 
that the IRA is the world’s most significant investment in climate change and argued that it would 
lower energy costs, create jobs, and accelerate a clear energy future. He touted that the two bills 
would help build new weather resilient electric grids and install electric vehicle charging stations 
across the country. He emphasized that many Americans are only beginning to realize the benefits 
of this legislation, as they are now eligible for thousands of dollars of tax credits for purchasing 
electric vehicles and energy efficient appliances. President Biden emphasized that “we are still 
going to need oil and gas,” yet he criticized oil companies for making significant profits and not 
sufficiently investing in production capabilities.  
 
With regards to the IIJA, President Biden made an important announcement regarding new Buy 
American standards. Under the new standards, all construction materials used in federally funded 
infrastructure projects must be made in America, including lumber glass, drywall, and fiber optic 
cables.  
 
President Biden shifted his attention to the strengthening of the middle class and stated it is 
America’s backbone. He lamented that previous administrations had allowed manufacturing jobs 
to leave and cities to become shadows of their former selves and stated that he intended to instill 
pride in the American worker. He spoke about his iron worker guest Saria as an example. He 
stated that under his presidency, unemployment has reached 3.4%, a fifteen-year low. 
Furthermore, he stated that his economic changes have helped ten million Americans start 
businesses and have provided significant opportunities for Black and Hispanic workers.  
 
President Biden then turned his attention to the CHIPS Act and semiconductors. He used this 
legislation as an example of bipartisan compromise to ensure that the supply chain for these vital 
materials would begin in the United States. He asserted that this legislation would create 
hundreds of thousands of jobs in the coming years, as many companies have already announced 
hundreds of billions of dollars in new manufacturing investments. 
 
President Biden then stated that to have the strongest economy in the world, the nation must 
have the best infrastructure in the world. He touted the IIJA as a success and stated that it has 
already funded over 20,000 projects that will put thousands to work. He referenced a freight 
bridge project between Kentucky and Ohio as an example of this work uniting the nation. He 
asserted that all Americans should have access to high-speed internet and lead-free pipes and 
reiterated that all of these projects will abide by Buy American requirements.  
 
President Biden then spoke on healthcare and stated that the IRA will take on powerful interest 
and bring costs down to relieve stress on American families. He stated that Americans pay more 
than any other country in the world for prescription drugs. However, President Biden explained 
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that legislation under his administration has capped the price of insulin at $35 a vial for seniors. 
President Biden urged congress to pass legislation that would lower prescription drug costs for 
all Americans. He also told Republicans that he would veto any legislation that attempts to repeal 
provisions in the IRA related to lowering prescription drug costs.  
 
President Biden then stated that the IRA is critical to fighting climate change in the coming years. 
He stated that its projects are not only creating industries that are less harmful to the 
environment but simultaneously strengthen our infrastructure against natural disasters. He 
specifically touched on electric vehicles and the Administration’s goal to create several thousand 
more charging stations across the country.  
 
President Biden then spoke on taxes and stated that he wants wealthiest and biggest 
corporations to pay their fair share. He reiterated that no one making under $400,000 a year 
would see an increase in taxes. Then, he turned his attention to oil companies and their $200 
billion in profits during a global energy crisis. He stated that the United States will need oil for at 
least another decade, however he said that their stock buy backs with these profits are unfair and 
called for Congress to quadruple the tax on corporate stock buy backs.  
 
President Biden then spoke on the debt ceiling and stated that his administration has slashed the 
national debt by $1.7 trillion, the largest cut by any presidential administration. He stated that 
Congress raised the debt ceiling three times under the previous Administration and condemned 
Republicans for “taking the economy hostage” in ongoing negotiations. President Biden initially 
raised concerns that some members of the Republican party hoped to cut Social Security and 
Medicare, but he expressed excitement that the chamber seemed to be in bipartisan agreement 
that these programs should be preserved.  
 
President Biden then noted he would announce his spending plan next month and invited 
Republicans to present their plan simultaneously. He stated that he has the American people’s 
back and that “capitalism without competition is extortion.” He called for Congress to crack down 
on junk fees, nursing home scams, as well as overcharge fees to protect the average consumer. 
He condemned noncompete agreements for many workers and affirmed his support for 
organized labor, urging congress to pass the PRO Act and support programs that provide workers 
with paid family leave and a child tax credit.  
 
The President then stated that education must be an affordable ticket to the middle class. He 
stated that Congress should pass legislation to support early childcare, as it has a direct 
correlation with higher rates of high school graduation. He also called for teachers to get a raise 
and said that all Americans should access a good paying career with college or not. 
 
President Biden then argued that the United States has broken COVID’s grip on our lives. He 
stated that the public health emergency will soon be over, but the nation can never forget the 
million who died during the pandemic. He pointed to American science as vital in this fight and 
also stated that he is committed to cracking down on fraud under the COVID relief system. 
 
President Biden turned to law enforcement reform efforts, stating that public safety depends on 
public trust, which is too often violated. He used the recent killing of Tyre Nichols, whose parents 
were in attendance, as an example of a breach in this trust, and stated that many Black and brown 
Americans have to teach their kids a different set of rules when encountering law enforcement. 
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He stated that he knows most police officers are honorable people but said the nation must do 
more to support resources that address mental health issues and alleviate pressure on law 
enforcement. He asked Congress to pass legislation similar to his executive order banning 
chokeholds and no-knock orders. 
 
President Biden also called on Congress to ban assault weapons, to enact comprehensive 
immigration reform, to protect reproductive healthcare access, and to enshrine equal protections 
for LGBTQ community members.  
 
President Biden then turned to discuss international relations. He first emphasized how “Putin’s 
invasion of Ukraine has been a test for the ages,” but he emphasized that the United States and 
its NATO allies have become even more united to stand up to Putin’s aggression. The President 
then turned to China policy, noting that his administration seeks “competition and not conflict.” 
As part of this competition, President Biden emphasized investments in American manufacturing 
capabilities, stronger alliances with international partners, and efforts to modernize the American 
military to deter Chinese aggression.  
 
President Biden also discussed the fentanyl crisis and its continued toll on the American people. 
After mentioning a guest in the audience whose daughter passed away from a fentanyl overdose, 
President Biden called for a “major surge” of federal resources to stop the production, sale, and 
trafficking of fentanyl.  
 
The President also mentioned the importance of addressing the national mental health crisis, 
especially because millions of young Americans are exposed to bullying and violence via social 
media platforms. He called for bipartisan legislation to prevent targeted advertising towards 
children. President Biden also noted the alarming rates of suicide among veterans and called for 
additional resources for mental health screenings.  
 
Returning to discussions of healthcare, President Biden touted the potential of the Cancer 
Moonshot to cut cancer deathrates by at least 50% in the next 25 years. He lauded President 
Bush’s President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) as part of the global effort to fight 
HIV/AIDS; President Biden said a similar effort should eventually be undertaken to end cancer 
across the globe.  
 
President Biden closed the speech by emphasizing the importance of American democracy and 
highlighting potential stressors on the democratic system. The President condemned acts of 
political violence and called to restore trust in American institutions. Noting the important 
“inflection point” in American politics, the President issued a call for unity among the American 
people. 
 

House Energy and Commerce Oversight Agenda 
 
On February 6, 2023, the House Energy and Commerce Committee Republicans released their 
oversight plan for the 118th Congress. Please see below for some of the health provisions. 
 
HEALTH CARE COSTS 
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The Committee will continue to examine issues related to the affordability of health care, 
including areas where federal government intervention has contributed to increased costs for 
patients and families. . The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) regulates significant 
portions of the commercial health insurance market, promulgates Medicare payment rules that 
encourage health care provider consolidation, issues Medicaid regulations that make it more 
difficult for states to design Medicaid programs to function as a true safety net, and implements 
provisions of the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CAA) related to ending surprise medical billing 
and improving health cost transparency, including with respect to pharmacy benefit managers. It 
is critical that the Committee identify provisions within the troves of HHS regulations contributing 
to dynamics—such as provider consolidation—that are increasing health care costs. Similarly, the 
committee will be closely scrutinizing areas where the current administration is actively seeking 
to limit competition and choice for families, including through the first ever federal ban on private 
health insurance options. Furthermore, the Committee will keenly oversee implementation of 
the CAA provisions related to surprise medical billing and health care price transparency. Ensuring 
that these protections are implemented in line with congressional intent will result in lower costs 
for families, employers, and taxpayers alike. 
 
ENTITLEMENT PROGRAMS 
 
The Committee will review Medicare and Medicaid, two of the most significant drivers of the 
federal budget deficit and resulting debt . The total number of beneficiaries and the average 
spending per beneficiary in each program have grown significantly over the past decade, with 
major increases occurring in the past three years, and making sure taxpayer dollars are spent 
wisely is imperative to ensuring the long-term sustainability of each program. The Committee will 
examine and review Medicare and Medicaid management and activity as it relates to ongoing 
Committee efforts to prevent bias, waste, fraud, and abuse in Federal health care programs. 
Ensuring responsible stewardship of each program can also help protect beneficiaries from 
unscrupulous actors seeking to defraud the program rather than improve the health of their 
enrollees. In addition, with the granting of sweeping authority for CMS to forcibly set the prices 
for drugs for seniors, the Committee will continue to inform the public of the consequences of 
this authority on critical medical innovation, Part D plan design and patient choice, access to lower 
cost generic and biosimilar alternatives, and if patients will be able to have a meaningful voice in 
the process CMS uses to set drug prices. The Committee will also continue to monitor CMS’s 
process and decisions with respect to Medicare coverage policy, including National Coverage 
Determinations, and take action, if necessary, to ensure seniors and people with disabilities can 
access drugs that their doctors determine are best for them.  
 
FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION  
 
The Committee will review whether the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is fulfilling its 
mission after recent failures to quickly identify and respond to infant formula production issues 
and no clear plan to restart necessary inspections overseas delayed or stopped during the COVID-
19 pandemic. The Committee will also awork to ensure that FDA is fulfilling its mission to ensure 
that regulated drugs and medical devices are safe, effective, and available to American patients 
in an expeditious fashion. , The Committee will examine whether FDA’s reorganization efforts are 
improving the effectiveness of FDA regulation, or worsening delays and inefficiency in decision-
making. 
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The animal drug and generic drug user fee programs expire at the end of FY2023 and must be 
reauthorized for FY2024—2028. The Committee will consider the proposed agreements for the 
Animal Drug User Fee Act (ADUFA) and the Animal Generic Drug User Fee Act (AGDUFA) for 
timely reauthorization of these authorities and examine how these programs are working to 
ensure that pet owners and farmers may continue to rely on safe and effective medications for 
companion animals and food-producing animals alike. 
 
View full plan here. 
 

 

  

In The News 

 
Politico (2/10/2023): CMS FLOATS RULES OF THE ROAD FOR INFLATION REBATES — Drugmakers 
now have wonkier than usual technical draft recommendations from the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services on the agency’s process to calculate and pay mandatory rebates if the 
companies raise the price of certain drugs more rapidly than the annual inflation rate. 
 
Axios (2/10/2023): Dems are itching to run on Medicare again in 2024 - President Biden has spent 
the week contrasting Republicans and Democrats' positions on health care and entitlements, 
leaning into a political fight the party would love to have all the way through the 2024 elections, 
Axios' Caitlin Owens writes. 
 
Axios (2/10/2023): Senate panel advances drug pricing bills - A group of bipartisan drug pricing 
bills that the Senate Judiciary Committee approved Thursday could go before the full Senate soon, 
but likely not before changes are made regarding how the government addresses competition 
problems, Axios' Peter Sullivan writes. 
 
Bloomberg (2/10/2023): GOP Women Seek Top Posts on Appropriations Panels: Republican 
women on the Senate Appropriations Committee are in line for more of the panel’s senior roles, 
as ranking member Susan Collins (Maine) assembles her team of leaders. Sen. Shelley Moore 
Capito (R-W.Va.) said she wants the Labor-HHS-Education Subcommittee role held by Sen. Roy 
Blunt (R-Mo.) before his retirement. Nancy Ognanovich has more. 
 
Politico (2/10/2023): BIDEN: I WILL VETO EFFORTS TO REPEAL IRA DRUG PROVISIONS — 
President Joe Biden made it clear during his State of the Union speech Tuesday that he will veto 
any effort to weaken the Inflation Reduction Act’s provisions that empower Medicare to negotiate 
the price of a limited number of prescription drugs in the years ahead. 
 
Politico (2/10/2023): FEDERAL JUDGE TOSSES PHARMA’S BID TO BLOCK STATE DRUG 
IMPORTATION — A federal judge on Tuesday dismissed a bid by the pharmaceutical industry to 
block a regulation that would allow states to establish programs to import prescription drugs from 
Canada. 
 
Politico (2/9/2023): FACEOFF WITH HEALTH OFFICIALS — A GOP-led hearing Wednesday 
featuring administration health officials may give insight into what’s to come from a Republican 
majority in the House, Krista and Alice report. 
 

  

https://d1dth6e84htgma.cloudfront.net/E_and_C_Authorization_and_Oversight_Plan_118_FINAL_e858cde3ea.pdf?updated_at=2023-02-06T17:44:37.419Z
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/hnzOCwpE2GF96OY7s9oXf_
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/WA-lCpYRBxHKkEZgfG_0a7
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/WA-lCpYRBxHKkEZgfG_0a7
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/gV2vC9rpGVs9nVo1HZHMVQ
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/hnzOCwpE2GF96OY7s9oXf_
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/hnzOCwpE2GF96OY7s9oXf_
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/JnYJCM8ENyFWPq3pUJ76I_
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The Hill (2/9/2023): Health Care — Senators flag drug pricing as key common-ground issue: en. 
Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) opened his first session as chair of the Senate Health, Education, Labor and 
Pensions (HELP) Committee today, issuing a laundry list of issues he plans on tackling and 
emphasizing areas he believes should be nonpartisan. 
 
Bloomberg (2/9/2023): Senator Judiciary to Weigh Drug-Pricing Bills: The Senate Judiciary 
Committee will meet today to consider a series of bills meant to cut prescription drug costs. The 
agenda includes legislation with bipartisan support, including the Prescription Pricing for the 
People Act of 2023 (S. 113). That bill would direct the FTC to study the role pharmacy benefit 
managers have on what patients pay. 
 
Politico (2/8/2023): FROM COVID-19 TO 2024 — President Joe Biden’s State of the Union speech 
on Tuesday night made one thing clear as we inch closer to election season: The time for lingering 
on the messy details of the pandemic is over, and the time for talking about the health care 
problems that occupy voters’ minds — like reducing health care costs — has arrived. 
 
Axios (2/8/2023): Health agencies in Congress' crosshairs - When House Republicans grill Biden 
administration officials on the COVID-19 response at a hearing today, some of the sharpest 
questions may surround how the government oversees research on pathogens that can cause 
pandemics, Axios' Adriel Bettelheim and I report. 
 
Politico (2/8/2023): JUDGE RULES AGAINST PHARMA IN DRUG IMPORT CASE — On Tuesday, a 
federal judge dismissed a bid by the pharmaceutical industry to block a Trump-era regulation that 
aims to allow states to import prescription drugs from Canada — if HHS determines there’s no 
health risk to the public and consumers will save money, POLITICO’s David Lim reports. 
 
Bloomberg (2/8/2023): Murray to Give Up Health Approps Gavel: Senate Appropriations 
Committee Chair Patty Murray (D-Wash.) said she’s relinquishing the gavel at the Labor, Health 
and Human Services Subcommittee, Nancy Ognanovich reports. Murray, who said the changes 
will be reflected in new rosters that will be announced shortly, said that while she’s giving up the 
Labor-HHS panel she still will be able to steer decisions on child care policy and other matters 
from her perch as committee chair. The panel gathers for its organizational meeting today. 
 
Bloomberg (2/7/2023): Wyden Rejects Drug Pricing Changes to Major Law: Senate Finance 
Chairman Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) shot down the notion that Democrats would support a major 
change to the drug-pricing negotiation provisions of the Inflation Reduction Act (Public Law 117-
169). Wyden told reporters Monday he’d oppose a change floated by pharmaceutical executives 
to alter the number of years a drug must be on the market before its subject to government 
negotiations, Alex Ruoff reports. 
 
Politico (2/6/2023): HEALTH OFFICIALS IN THE HOT SEAT— Several top administration health 
officials are getting ready to testify Wednesday on the federal response to Covid-19 in front of 
two subcommittees of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. 
 
Axios (2/6/2023): More pressure on generic drugs - Amazon's new RxPass prescription service 
further increases the downward pressure on the cost of generic drugs, the Wall Street Journal 
reports. 
 

https://thehill.com/newsletters/health-care/3852098-health-care-senators-flag-drug-pricing-as-key-common-ground-issue/
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/s2k9CXD7qNs0QwOAi6Dlyw
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/661pC9rpGVs90LkWh3pSCW
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/WeIWCn5Y7vSjEVpVh4VZrX
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/661pC9rpGVs90LkWh3pSCW
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/l7d4CwpE2GF9jnGATV3_zt
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/geslC5ylVOi4JWomhz7IbV
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/at2BCNkEXzTX8LJMSjm43Q
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/hoS_CYEQrOtOqZmjcvE3Yk
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Politico (1/27/2023): WARREN CALLS FOR FTC SCRUTINY OF PHARMA MERGERS — Sen. Elizabeth 
Warren wants the Federal Trade Commission to more closely scrutinize major pharmaceutical 
mergers — especially the pending deals between Amgen and Horizon Therapeutics, and Indivior 
and Opiant. The Massachusetts Democrat urged the antitrust agency to use Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act more rigorously to “remedy the FTC’s historically lax approach” to pharmaceutical 
deals. 
 
Politico (1/27/2023): WYDEN: REINING IN PBMS ‘HUGELY IMPORTANT’ — Senate Finance 
Committee Chair Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) told reporters Thursday he has talked with several 
lawmakers on both sides of the aisle about moving forward legislation to target pharmacy benefit 
managers this Congress, POLITICO’s Megan R. Wilson and Ben Leonard report. 
 
Politico (1/27/2023): BUCHANAN TO CHAIR W&M HEALTH SUBCOMMITTEE — Rep. Vern 
Buchanan (R-Fla.) will serve as chair of the Ways and Means Health Subcommittee, as well as vice 
chair of the full panel, Ben also reports. 
 
Politico (1/27/2023): NIH LAUNCHES NEW RESEARCH CENTER — The NIH’s National Institute of 
Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering announced Wednesday it is establishing the Center for 
Biomedical Engineering Technology Acceleration to speed development and distribution of new 
biotechnologies. Manu Platt — who previously worked at the Georgia Institute of Technology and 
Emory University — will be the center’s first director. 
 
Politico (1/26/2023): GUTHRIE TO FOCUS ON PRICE TRANSPARENCY, FENTANYL CRISIS, 
TELEHEALTH — Rep. Brett Guthrie (R-Ky.) will chair the Energy and Commerce Health 
Subcommittee, the full panel's chair, Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-Wash.), announced Wednesday. 
 
Bloomberg (1/26/2023): Government Input Sought in Oklahoma Pharmacy Benefit Law Appeal 
- An appeals court tasked with deciding whether Oklahoma’s law regulating pharmacy benefit 
managers interferes with federal statutes asked the federal government to give its views on the 
topic. 
 
Roll Call (1/26/2023): Drug company middlemen likely to be a focus in 118th Congress - Factions 
of the health care system and members of Congress are turning their fire on an oft-maligned part 
of the drug pricing system — the middlemen who negotiate discounts with drug companies on 
behalf of health plans. 
 
Politico (1/26/2023): FROM CONGRESS TO CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION — Former Rep. 
Jaime Herrera Beutler (R-Wash.), fresh out of Congress, has joined the Children’s Hospital 
Association as a strategic adviser, POLITICO’s Megan R. Wilson and Caitlin Oprysko report. 
 
Politico (1/25/2023): TELEHEALTH: MAYBE NOT A MIRACLE CURE — Despite widespread belief 
that telehealth would make it easier for people to access treatment for opioid use disorder, a new 
study has found no evidence to back up that view, Ben writes. 
 
Modern Healthcare (1/25/2023): Hospital price transparency: fines or full compliance? - As of 
September, 65% of hospitals had posted their negotiated rates with commercial insurers, but 
some claim full compliance with CMS isn’t worth it. 
 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/6DhuCKrYzwsmwDyAS3Z1sZ
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/kCHHCZ6wvPF2R7qmcQIhts
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/gK8MC2kg2LTOGV2xf5_Gy5
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/6DhuCKrYzwsmwDyAS3Z1sZ
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/9wSWCmZ28ruDlYXYIVtcKd
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/az9xCNkEXzTXxVEmtm-nPo
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/SYtPCXD7qNs0KrAgC6Y_bO/
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/brpjCn5Y7vSjDLwLH4a1Cf
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/n_ESC2kg2LTO3n0QcxH7ku
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/SjiyC82oWRhLq98jsQ4jr-
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Politico (1/24/2023): FDA: ORPHAN DRUG APPROACH STAYING THE SAME — The FDA 
announced Monday it intends to continue to tie orphan-drug exclusivity to indications approved 
by the agency instead of an entire disease area. 
 
Bloomberg (1/24/2023): Drugmakers Spent Record Highs to Block Drug Bill: Drugmakers spent 
record amounts on lobbying in 2022 in an unsuccessful bid to block Democrats’ sweeping drug 
pricing legislation. Pfizer, Merck, and AbbVie all spent more on lobbying in 2022 than in any 
previous year with data available, according to federal lobbying data posted this week, Alex Ruoff 
reports. 
 
Bloomberg (1/24/2023): Pharma CEOs Among Likely Targets of Democrats’ Subpoenas: Senate 
Democrats plan their own political counter-programming to House Republicans’ threats of wide-
ranging probes into the Biden administration. With an expanded majority, they now have the 
threat of subpoenas to haul corporate executives before their committees—and the drug industry 
is among the anticipated early targets. Read more from Laura Litvan. 
 
Modern Healthcare (1/24/2023): Amazon rolls out generic drug subscription service - At $5 a 
month to Amazon Prime members, the generic drug subscription service is aimed at treating 
patients with multiple chronic conditions. 
 
Politico (1/23/2023): HAIL TO THE NEW CHIEF — Jeff Zients is on his way back to the White House 
as President Joe Biden’s new chief of staff, where the managerial prowess he showed as Covid 
czar will be put to the test, POLITICO’s Adam Cancryn reports. 
 
Bloomberg (1/23/2023): Biden Set to Name Jeff Zients as White House Chief of Staff: Biden is set 
to name Jeff Zients as his next White House chief of staff Monday, according to people familiar 
with the matter, elevating the administration’s former Covid-19 czar to one of the highest-profile 
roles in Washington. Jennifer Jacobs, Jenny Leonard and Josh Wingrove have more. 
 
Axios (1/23/2023): Zoom in on the omnibus "health" law - The year-end spending package 
Congress cleared in December could also be thought of as an omnibus health bill for all the 
changes it's setting off through the medical system, argues the New York Times' Margot Sanger-
Katz. 
 
Politico (1/20/2023): PALLONE: AGENCIES MUST ENFORCE TRIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS — 
The FDA and NIH must do a better job policing companies that do not comply with requirements 
to report clinical trial information to ClinicalTrials.gov, said Rep. Frank Pallone (D-N.J.), the top 
Democrat on the House Energy and Commerce Committee. 
 
Bloomberg (1/20/2023): Omnibus Law Sparks State Medicaid Scramble - State Medicaid 
programs are racing to make sure they’re prepared to help as many people as possible keep health 
coverage once income eligibility checks resume in the coming months. 
 
Politico (1/20/2023): SANDERS BRINGS HELP ONTO HELP — Incoming Senate HELP Committee 
Chair Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) is building up his health policy staff with several longtime aides and 
alums, POLITICO’s Megan R. Wilson scoops. 
 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/8jC4CgJx8lspylrxC28InU
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/8hRLCpYRBxHK3B6vFP3Qcr
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/jVF9CrkEBzTolGJ1T4ZyS6
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/YVQLCn5Y7vSjNoGMCn9ttv
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/U6UBC9rpGVs9EJ9RTOSGLg
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/xPitC68mGPF8YqY1FNvq5Z
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/8qmPCn5Y7vSjNkokfjmpCl
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/f0q-CVO5oLc9QpmqHyAN6E
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/YxKZCxkV8JTwN7nNs8SXZi
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/f0q-CVO5oLc9QpmqHyAN6E
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Politico (1/20/2023): JANUARY DRUG PRICE HIKES DRAW CSRxP IRE — A basket of 587 brand-
name drugs saw an average price increase of 5.5 percent for 2023, according to data from 
AnalySource. The data drew fresh calls from the Campaign for Sustainable Rx Pricing — whose 
members include hospitals, insurers and pharmacy benefit managers — for policymakers to take 
further action to curb the cost of prescription drugs. 
 
Politico (1/20/2023): FEMALE CANCER SURVIVORS FACE FASTER AGING — Women who survive 
cancer experience key aging factors faster, according to a new Kaiser Permanente study published 
in JAMA Oncology. 
 
Bloomberg (1/19/2023): Doctors in Congress Hunt Medicare Pay Fix - The doctors in the House 
want to revamp how Medicare pays physicians, potentially giving health-care providers a boost 
in pay in coming years. 
 
Axios (1/19/2023): Hospitals still not posting prices - Only 19% of hospitals fully comply with the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services rule that requires facilities to post estimated costs 
for items and services, an analysis published in the Journal of General Internal Medicine has 
found, Axios' Arielle Dreher writes. 
 
Bloomberg (1/19/2023): Clinical Trial Diversity at FDA Gets a Boost From New Law: Drug and 
device companies should prepare now for new legal requirements aimed at improving clinical trial 
diversity—even as they wait for more action from the FDA. The 2023 omnibus spending bill (Public 
Law 117-328) enacted last month requires diversity action plans for the clinical trials used by the 
FDA to decide whether drugs are safe and effective. Read more from Jeannie Baumann. 
 
Politico (1/18/2023): PUSH ON TELEHEALTH CODING — Lobbying group the Alliance for 
Connected Care wrote to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services calling on the agency 
to roll out an interim final rule to preserve telehealth access, Ben reports. 
 
Politico (1/18/2023): HARRIS TO LEAD HOUSE FDA SPENDING PANEL — Conservative Rep. Andy 
Harris (R-Md.) will take the gavel of the House Appropriations Committee’s panel governing 
Agriculture Department and FDA spending, he said in a statement. 
 
Bloomberg (1/18/2023): Senate Spending Lineups in Flux - Change is coming to the Senate 
Appropriations Committee as a new chair and ranking member at the top could translate into 
revamped subcommittee leaders on both sides of the aisle. 
 
Modern Healthcare (1/18/2023): Patients delaying care over cost reached all-time high in 2022: 
survey - Nearly 40% of respondents said they or a family member delayed medical care because 
of cost last year, the highest share Gallup has ever recorded. 
 
Bloomberg (1/17/2023): Granger Announces Appropriations Chairs: House Appropriations Chair 
Kay Granger (R-Texas) Monday announced the House Republican Steering Committee had 
approved her slate of subcommittee chairs for the panel, including Reps. Robert Aderholt (R-Ala.) 
for Labor-HHS-Education and Andy Harris (R-Md.) for Agriculture-FDA, according to a press 
release. 
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Politico (1/13/2023): CMS RELEASES KEY DATES FOR MEDICARE NEGOTIATION — CMS 
Administrator Chiquita Brooks-LaSure announced Wednesday that the first 10 Medicare Part D 
drugs selected for price negotiations will be made public by Sept. 1 — a key step toward 
implementation of the Inflation Reduction Act. 
 
Axios (1/13/2023): Debt ceiling fight looms over Medicare, Medicaid - House Republicans don't 
have much of a path to get major health care changes passed with a Democratic Senate and 
president, with one possible exception: the debt ceiling fight, Axios' Peter Sullivan writes. 
 
Axios (1/13/2023): Data du jour: Cancer deaths fall - U.S. cancer death rates have fallen by a third 
since 1991, with about 3.8 million deaths averted in that time, according to study published 
Thursday in CA: A Cancer Journal for Clinicians. 
 
Bloomberg (1/13/2023): Drugmakers Say New Law Puts Them in Limbo - Drugmakers say a new 
US law aimed at cutting prices on top-selling medicines after they have been on the market for 
several years has them stuck in limbo. 
 
Bloomberg (1/13/2023): House GOP Plans New Slate of Appropriations Leaders: House 
Republicans are weighing changes to the leadership of most Appropriations subcommittees, as 
term-limited “cardinals” plan to take new roles on the influential panel. The top Republicans on 
some of the biggest spending panels will swap positions, members said. Those changes are up to 
Appropriations Chair Kay Granger (R-Texas), who would then need approval through a House 
Republican Steering Committee vote. 
 
Politico (1/13/2023): CALIFF: CAN’T HAVE SEPARATE CLINICAL TRIAL RESPONSE FOR 
EMERGENCIES — FDA Commissioner Robert Califf on Thursday called for the U.S. to consider 
setting up a governance structure for clinical trials — which does not yet exist — that can help 
identify the “most important questions for public health and make sure that those questions get 
answered.” 
 
Politico (1/13/2023): NEW GOP E&C MEMBERS — The House Republican Steering Committee 
selected nine new members to serve on the House Energy and Commerce Committee: Reps. 
Randy Weber (Texas), Rick Allen (Ga.), Troy Balderson (Ohio), Russ Fulcher (Idaho), August Pfluger 
(Texas), Diana Harshbarger (Tenn.), Mariannette Miller-Meeks (Iowa), Kat Cammack (Fla.) and Jay 
Obernolte (R-Calif.). 
 
Politico (1/13/2023): HHS EXTENDS COVID PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY — On Wednesday, HHS 
Secretary Xavier Becerra extended the Covid-19 public health emergency for the 11th time since 
it was first declared in January 2020. It could be the last time the administration extends the 
emergency, as federal health officials eye a potential spring end date, POLITICO’s Adam Cancryn 
writes. 
 
Politico (1/12/2023): HOUSE GOP CIRCULATES ‘CARDINALS’ LIST — Newly installed House 
Appropriations Chair Kay Granger (R-Texas) has selected her dozen subcommittee chiefs, known 
colloquially as “cardinals,” for the next two years, POLITICO’s Olivia Beavers and Sarah Ferris 
report. 
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Axios (1/12/2023): Dems increase pressure on march-in rights - Lawmakers led by Sens. Elizabeth 
Warren and Angus King and Rep. Lloyd Doggett are pressing the Biden administration on taking 
control of patents of drugs developed with the government's backing, in order to lower prices, 
Axios' Caitlin Owens writes. 
 
Politico (1/12/2023): A TIMELINE FOR DRUG PRICE NEGOTIATIONS — The first 10 Medicare Part 
D drugs selected for price negotiations will be made public by Sept. 1, POLITICO’s David Lim 
reports. 
 
Bloomberg (1/12/2023): McMorris Rodgers Announces Nine New GOP E&C Panel Members: 
House Energy and Commerce Chair Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-Wash.) announced nine new 
Republican members to serve on the panel, pending approval by the House Republican 
Conference. 
 
Bloomberg (1/12/2023): Drugmakers to Get Spring Medicare Guidance on Price Negotiations: 
The Medicare agency plans to issue guidance in the coming months on how it will work with 
manufacturers of the first 10 high-spending prescription drugs subject to government price 
negotiations. 
 
Bloomberg (1/11/2023): Medical Research Girds for GOP Funds Cut - Health research funding will 
face some of the steepest cuts in a decade if Congress sticks with House Republicans’ agreement 
to cap sets next year’s spending at 2022 levels, potentially slashing billions of dollars in medical 
research. 
 
Kaiser Health (1/11/2023): Judges Hands Decisions On Disputed 340B Payments To HHS - A 
federal judge ruled that the Department of Health and Humans Services will put a plan in place to 
address more than $1 billion in underpayments to hospitals under the federal drug discount 
program. 
 
Modern Healthcare (1/11/2023): Judge orders HHS to resolve 340B underpayments - A federal 
court ordered the Health and Human Services Department to devise a plan to implement the 2022 
Supreme Court ruling invalidating modifications to the 340B drug discount program that cost 
hospitals billions of dollars. 
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